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Roberts Toyota is offering service deals for drivers in the Columbia area

Drivers can save big when using these different service deals

COLUMBIA, Tenn. (PRWEB) March 15, 2021 -- Roberts Toyota is offering two different service specials for
drivers in the Columbia, TN area. These offers are only available to be redeemed at Roberts Toyota, and the
deadline to use these deals goes until December 31, 2021. Interested drivers are encouraged to take advantage
of these deals now, as spring time is the perfect time to get vehicles ready for the summer months of travel.

The first service deal that drivers can use at Roberts Toyota is a rebate on new tires. Just bring in the coupon at
the time of service and present it when payment is about to be made. Drivers who use this discount will earn up
to a $75 rebate on the tires they choose to put on their vehicle.

Another service special that Roberts Toyota has available is a deal to swap out windshield wipers for a new set
of genuine Toyota Wiper Blades, created by SightLine Wiper Blades. Just bring in the coupon at the time of
your windshield wiper swap and a member of the Roberts Toyota staff will take care of the rest.

If drivers are interested in taking advantage of these offers, there are three different ways they can access the
coupons. First, they can visit the Roberts Toyota website at https://www.robertstoyota.com and print off the
coupons directly from there. They can be found under the “service” tab in the menu. Otherwise, interested
drivers can also have the coupons either sent to an active phone number or a working email instead for better
convenience and accessibility.
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Contact Information
Paul Caruana
Roberts Toyota
http://https://www.robertstoyota.com/
615-566-2228

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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